The following questions are designed to help you explore basic information about the people, places and things you might visit on your international elective. The questions are guides to help your search – every question may not be applicable to your particular situation or destination country. Answers can be easily found in encyclopedias (eg: World Book), travel guidebooks (eg: Lonely Planet) internet-based sources (www.ih.ualberta.ca), preceptors, international students at the U of A and expatriates who have lived and worked there.

**General Country Information**
*Describe the following aspects of your country/region of interest:*

1. Geographic location of your elective within the country.
2. Main Languages in the area of your elective.
3. Main Currency (name?, exchange rate?)
4. Basic Climate features, in particular during the time of your elective. *(season? average temperatures? Rainfall? Etc.)*
5. Population demographics *(Rural vs. Urban? Age distribution? Ethnic Mix? Religions? Other particular demographic information specifically about the region you will visit?)*
7. What can locals buy with their income? *(i.e. what are staple foods? How much does it cost? Can they afford adequate clothing and housing? etc.)*
8. How safe is it to travel around in the country and how do you get around?
9. What is the import/export balance? How much foreign investment exists? What is the country’s World Bank or IMF debt burden?
10. What are some of the popular tourist sites?

11. Where is the nearest Canadian High Commission office? *(you can dial 1-800-O-Canada (622-6232) for this information)*
Specific Cultural Information

Describe the following aspects of the culture of your destination country/region.

(note: it might be valuable to get information from someone who is actually from the country you are going to visit or by speaking with students who have traveled or completed electives there before.)

12. What are cultural customs when greeting/interacting other people?

13. What are national holidays that may be celebrate during your trip?

14. What are the cultural expectations of Men? Women? Children?

15. What are the predominant bathroom facilities in the region? (note: running water and flush Victorian toilets are not necessarily the norm in a given country 😊)

16. How are foreigners viewed in the destination country/region?

17. What are some of the cultural Taboos (i.e. drinking alcohol, fraternizing with native women, showing the soles of your feet to another, exposing your knees in a temple, etc.)?

18. What are the customs of eating/drinking?

19. What are some unique cultural beliefs/practices that seem at odds to western beliefs? Can you understand them? Can you get comfortable with these practices? If not how will you deal with them when you are there?

Healthcare delivery in the destination country/region

20. Who are the different types of healthcare providers in the region? (eg: physicians, nurses, traditional healers etc.)

21. What is the standard of health care in the region to which you will be going? (i.e if someone has pneumonia what antibiotics are available? If someone has appendicitis is there a surgeon & anesthetist available to remove it? What percentage of children receive a basic vaccination series? Who provides maternal health care? What is the incidence of Caesarian section & who performs them? Etc.)

22. How is western medicine viewed in light of religious/cultural doctrine?

23. What are the resources available (drugs, nurses, doctors, lab & DI, surgical equipment)?

24. What are some of the major diseases/complaints you are likely to see?

25. What are patient expectations of physicians?

26. What are some customs of the patient-doctor relationship?